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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper provides an overview of solitary confinement in Massachusetts’ prisons and jails, with focus on the prison system administered by the Commonwealth’s Department of Correction (DOC). It is submitted in support of S.1578/H.2504, Criminal Justice Protections to all Prisoners in Segregated Confinement that would further regulate and minimize the use of solitary isolation.

The Massachusetts legislature passed major criminal justice reform legislation in 2018, which partially addressed solitary isolation. The new protections included in the legislation were limited to incarcerated people in “restrictive housing,” defined as housing where people are locked in cell for 22 or more hours a day. Developments since 2018 raise warning flags that further legislation is required. These include:

1. The DOC and Houses of Correction implemented new forms of solitary which fell just under the regulations imposed by the 2018 CJRA, by keeping people locked in cell 21.5 hours a day. In so doing, they violated the spirit of the law.

2. The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) published a report documenting violations of the Constitutional rights of incarcerated people with mental health illness. The DOJ asserted that mental health watch as implemented in Massachusetts must be understood as restrictive housing – even though it was excluded from this category of housing in the 2018 CJRA.

3. The DOC placed the entire population held on the northside of Souza Baranowski Correctional Center (SBCC) in indefinite solitary isolation, locking them in cell 21.5 hours a day, with severe restrictions, including: deprivations of personal belongings, curtailed visitation rights, access to programming, the law library, work opportunities, exercise space, absent the right to a status review process, among other punitive measures.

4. Lockdowns implemented as a response to COVID-19 pandemic imposed solitary-like conditions for large portions of the entire incarcerated population in the state.

These four issues demonstrate that the DOC has used the administrative latitude granted to the agency in the 2018 CJRA to impose the harshest conditions possible without directly circumventing the 2018 CJRA. This is in defiance of the spirit of the law, which was to minimize use of solitary.

Further, the paper argues that the well-documented harms imposed on people subjected to solitary isolation amount to torture. These harmful impacts occur just as much at 21.5 hours as 22 hours locked in cell. Massachusetts’ current definition of restrictive housing allows conditions of incarceration that harm people in four primary ways, each of which is documented in the report with illustrations from Massachusetts and in comparative context, drawing on scholarly research. These harms include:

1. Increases in mental health illness;
2. Detriments to physical health;
3. Creation of conditions in which an excessively punitive culture thrives;
4. Detrimental impacts on a wider community of family and friends of an incarcerated person by severely inhibiting meaningful contact with their incarcerated loved one.
The paper also addresses why legislative response is required. It presents international standards, which Massachusetts is not in line with. It further address how, across the United States and in Massachusetts, judicial review has played only a very limited role in reforming prison practices. Drawing on examples of recent changes in other states’ policy related to solitary isolation, significant change is possible. But the record also shows that change only comes about when legislators take strong action. Where reforms have occurred, prison administrations have repeatedly pushed back and tried to undermine the reforms by introducing new mechanism for isolating incarcerated people. Until legislation explicitly mandates it, major reforms that aim to minimize the use of solitary will not have the desired impact.

The proposed legislation fixes gaps in the 2018 CJRA and positions Massachusetts among the country’s states that have decided that torture does not advance the goals of justice or rehabilitation. The paper concludes by arguing that Massachusetts legislators should pass S.1578/H.2504, Criminal Justice Protections to all Prisoners in Segregated Confinement.
Ending Isolation in Massachusetts

Solitary by Any Other Name: A note on language

An experiment with solitary isolation began in the U.S. in the early 1800s, under a theory of rehabilitation through isolation and prayer (the penitentiary). By the 1860s, the results were widely seen as disastrous: severe mental illness resulted.\(^1\) While various forms of solitary existed in the subsequent years, it was not until the 1980s, with the introduction of supermax prisons, that solitary returned in large scale to American prisons. The supermax began as a lockdown in response to violence, turned into indefinite conditions of locking an entire prison population in cell for just under 24 hours/day. Prisons and jails across the range of security levels soon followed suit, instituting practices of isolation for disciplinary reasons, before or after transport between facilities, to “protect” an incarcerated person from threats in the general prison population, to protect a facility from someone deemed especially dangerous (often because of a perceived gang affiliation), or as punishment for acts committed while in prison or jail (as serious as murder or assault, but also minor infractions, like “talking back” to an officer).

The return to solitary in the 1980s was not based on new research that it would improve behavior or conditions. It was a “correctional expedient,”\(^2\) as prison administrators responded to overcrowding, widespread social and political abandonment of rehabilitation in favor of viewing criminal justice as having a sole purpose of punishment, and the loss of positive incentives through which to influence behavior. Over subsequent decades, many prisons in the U.S. began to expand their capacity to impose solitary isolation on growing numbers of incarcerated people by building more housing units for this purpose.\(^3\) It has also been used extensively during the “war on terror.”\(^4\)

During this period of expanded use, the term “solitary isolation” has given way to a range of other names, with restrictive housing often used as a catchall. The term “solitary isolation” is associated with harmful impacts on incarcerated people. In an effort to differentiate new practices from the association with harm and with a nod to “reform” (as little as one hour a day “out of cell”), prison administrators began introducing terms to describe various housing conditions that separate (“segregate”) a person from the general population. As reported in a 2015 study by the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), assessing nationwide trends became complicated given the multiplication of naming practices and variations on time out of cell, purpose for isolation, and duration of placement.\(^5\) The BJS opted to use the term “restrictive housing” as a general


term. It was defined as: “disciplinary segregation, administrative segregation (largely nonpunitive in nature), or solitary confinement (involving isolation and relatively little out-of-cell time), restrictive housing typically involves limited interaction with other inmates, limited programming opportunities, and reduced privileges.” Today, nationwide, the term “restrictive housing” commonly means keeping someone locked in cell for 22 or more hours a day.

Equally important are the vernacular names for solitary that are based on how it is experienced by incarcerated people. In Massachusetts, this includes: “the box” or the “hole.”

Throughout this paper, I use the term “solitary isolation” as the larger category to capture multiple forms of isolation currently in use in Massachusetts. While it is common practice to use quantitative definitions that hinge on hours in cell per day, a far more significant factor is the deprivation of “normal, direct and meaningful social contact and access to positive environmental stimulation.” It is this component of isolation that is key to its detrimental impacts. I use a definition proposed by proposed by scholars Ashley Rubin and Keramet Reitera, who argue that solitary should be defined by practices at “the intersection of two of the most restrictive conditions of incarceration—reducing prisoners’ freedom of movement by maximizing ‘time in cell’ and constraining human contact (both physical and social) so severely as not to be ‘meaningful.’”

These two key elements, extreme restrictions on movement and meaningful human contact, define solitary isolation herein.

---

6  Haney 2018, p. 286.
I. Introduction

In 2018, Massachusetts passed the Criminal Justice Reform Act (CJRA), which was hailed as a “blueprint” for criminal justice reform in the United States.\(^8\) Among the issues it addressed was solitary confinement, termed “restrictive housing.” The legislation aimed to reduce the use of solitary given its well-documented psychological and physical harms, by increasing the articulated rights of incarcerated people held in restrictive housing, creating an oversight committee, and imposing new reporting requirements.

Nonetheless, not long after the CJRA passed, it became clear that the reform of solitary isolation had not gone far enough. There were longstanding issues left unaddressed in the CJRA, and new developments, including:

1. Massachusetts Department of Correction’s (MADOC) creation of categories of solitary that fell just under the limits imposed by the CRJA and hence evaded the protections created by the legislation;
2. The transformation of the entire north side of Souza Baranowski Correction Center (SBCC) into solitary incarceration;
3. New revelations from the Department of Justice (DOJ) about the abuse of the Constitutional rights of people on “mental health watch”; and

In 2021, a coalition of civil society groups, many of them affiliated with the Massachusetts Coalition Against Solitary (MASC), and state lawmakers championed new legislation -- S.1578/H.2504, Criminal Justice Protections to all Prisoners in Segregated Confinement -- that would close loopholes and bring the state closer to ending solitary isolation in all its forms. This written submission follows on testimony given at a public hearing on October 21, 2021, and is submitted in support of the Bill.

This paper is divided into four sections. Part I provides an overview of the forms of solitary that exist today in Massachusetts’ prisons. Part II addresses four kinds of harms that are imposed through solitary isolation: psychological, physical, creation of a culture of harm, and detrimental communal impacts. Part III discusses Massachusetts in comparison with international standards and other states in the US that have sought to make reforms – including the crucial role that legislators have played. Part IV concludes.

Throughout, this paper draws on a definition of solitary proposed by scholars Ashley Rubin and Keramet Reiter. They argue that solitary should not be defined primarily in relation to specific hours per day in cell or other quantitative measurements, but by practices at “the intersection of two of the most restrictive conditions of incarceration—reducing prisoners’ freedom of movement by maximizing ‘time in cell’ and constraining human contact (both physical and social) so severely as not to be ‘meaningful.’”\(^9\) These


two key elements, extreme restrictions on movement and meaningful human contact, define solitary isolation in this paper.

II. How does solitary isolation continue in Massachusetts following the CJRA of 2018?

According to Senator William Brownsberger, who led the legislative process that culminated in the 2018 CJRA, the reform effort aimed to address a “dilemma” in how Massachusetts uses solitary isolation. The dilemma concerned how to balance the well-documented harms experienced by people who are placed in solitary isolation and the simultaneous need for serious punishment when an incarcerated person commits a serious crime while incarcerated. The sole example that the legislator offered to illustrate the need for solitary isolation was homicide. As the Senator’s website states: “In fact, some believe that any solitary confinement over 15 days is unacceptably harmful. Yet, if a prisoner kills another prisoner, a punishment limited to 15 days, as some have proposed, would seem to trivialize the taking of a life.”

The spirit of the CJRA was expressed in measures designed to balance these opposing needs. To this end, it issued guidance to the MADOC Commissioner to “maximize out-of-cell activities in restrictive housing and outplacements from restrictive housing consistent with the safety of all persons.” It also instituted new safeguards: an oversight committee, procedural protections regarding placement into and exit from restrictive housing, guaranteed access to programming after a certain point in time, reporting requirements and guidelines so that people would not release back into society directly from solitary isolation. The CJRA explicitly forbade placing people with mental health illness, pregnant women, juveniles, and people with permanent physical disabilities into solitary. It further made explicit that incarcerated people who identify as LGBTQI cannot, on basis of that identity alone, be placed into administrative segregation (for that person’s “protection”). In short, the law expressed a desire to decrease the use of solitary, while maintaining it as an exceptional disciplinary measure and to counter serious threats to safety.

Nonetheless, in practice, the CJRA ceded considerable discretion to the MADOC and sheriffs. Thus, while homicide perpetrated inside a prison was the signature public illustration of an act that would justify solitary isolation, the CJRA allowed broad criteria for who might be placed into solitary:

1. Someone accused of or found guilty of a disciplinary action. Discipline inside the prisons or

---

11 Ibid.
13 Brownsberger.
HOCs is an administrative process, not a legal one, despite the severity of punishment – up to ten years in solitary for each infraction – that can result. Disciplinary infractions can include very serious crimes, like homicide, but that is exceptionally rare. Infractions can also include assaults against staff or other incarcerated people or getting in a fight, but also not wearing a mask during the COVID pandemic, speaking to the media, or filing a grievance form.

2. Someone who, if placed in the general population would pose an unacceptable risk:
   a. to the safety of others;
   b. of destruction or property; or
   c. to the operation of a correctional facility.

Further, the CJRA restrictions and new forms of oversight applied only to people in two conditions. First, those held in the Departmental Disciplinary Unit (DDU), where a person could be sentenced for up to ten years per infraction. The second condition was people with restrictive housing status – defined as those held alone in their housing unit for 22 or more hours per day.

It is important to emphasize that restrictive housing is a status not a particular set of housing units. An incarcerated person with a restrictive housing status can be housed in Restrictive Housing Units (RHU), but they might also be housed in, for instance, a Health Services Unit (HSU) or even transferred between prisons and housing units. Restrictive housing status adheres to the person, not a location. By the same token, someone might not be considered to have the status of restrictive housing yet be housed in an RHU or one of a multitude of similar such units (which are often given different names at each prison or HOC).

The CJRA specifically proclaimed that three groups would not be considered as having restrictive housing status:

   1. People who are being observed for mental health evaluation;
   2. The entirety of the incarcerated population at SBCC; and
   3. People held in cell for less than 22 hours per day.

These limits to the CJRA became glaringly problematic over the subsequent years, as the DOC began to implement the 2018 legislation. Four key issues arose: new forms of solitary isolation that fell just under the limit of 22 hours a day in cell, the transformation of the entire Northside of SBCC into a wing for solitary isolation; a 2020 DOJ report citing violations of constitutional rights of people in mental health watch and refuting the propositions that mental health watch does not constitute “restrictive housing”; and the extended lockdowns implemented as response to COVID-19. Each is further explained below.

2021]. While there is a 90-day review for people in the DDU, it is done by the DOC, the same administrators who put the person there in the first place. See, ‘Not even a lawyer can get you out of solitary confinement,’ Slate Magazine, June 3, 2020. Available at: https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/06/solitary-confinement-prison-reform-massachusetts.html (visited 1 November 2021).
16 The 2018 CJRA expanded the definition of a Serious Mental Illness (SMI). According to the Falcon report, the number of incarcerated people with an SMI quadrupled overnight as a result of the definition found in the CJRA (Falcon, p. 13).
A. DOC’s creation of new forms of solitary isolation

The DOC responded to the CJRA by creating a range of housing units or statuses where people are held in their cells for 21.5 hours a day – just 30 minutes under the limit where reporting and safeguards were instituted. There is no publicly available list of all such housing units or statuses, but I was able to identify 7 different statuses and/or housing units where people are held for 21.5 hours a day in the DOC alone (setting aside the Houses of Correction). Among these are:

- **Accountability Program Unit (APU)** at MCI-Framingham (women’s prison). The DOC describes it as “a leveled unit that is designed to address an inmate’s underlying reasons for engaging in disruptive behavior in the facility.”

- **Containment Unit (CU)**, formerly Intensive Treatment Unit (ITU), at Old Colony Correctional Center (OCCC).

- **Limited Privileges Unit (LPU)“is a specialized unit for inmates who have demonstrated the need for a more structured environment. Inmates in the LPU may be awaiting adjudication on a serious disciplinary matter, may be serving a disciplinary sanction (not more than 15 days), and/or are stepping down from the DDU or a Restrictive Housing Unit in preparation for release to General Population or to the community. […] The LPU allows for the opportunity for inmates to re-socialize with small groups of individuals (not more than 5 inmates) during structured and unstructured activities in security chairs. Structured programming is provided 1.5 hours per day 5 days per week.”

- **Secure Adjustment Units (SAU)“are “highly structured units that provide access to cognitive behavioral treatment, education, structured recreation, leisure time activities and mental health services for those inmates diverted from or released from a restrictive housing unit.”

- **Secure Treatment Units (STU)“are “a maximum security residential treatment program that is not Restrictive Housing and that is designed to provide an alternative to Restrictive Housing for inmates diagnosed with serious mental illness in accordance with clinical standards adopted by the Department of Correction.” There are two such units in use: the **Behavior Management**

---

17 EOPS and DOC, 2020. “Request for Response: Agency Document Number: 20-DOC-1000-M03 Prison Recidivism Reduction Programs,” Issued February 21, available online at: https://www.bidnet.com/bneattachments?/617037786.docx (visited 1 November 2021), p. 17. Hereafter, “EOPS and DOC RFR”. This RFR was issued by the MADOC to solicit bids “for a comprehensive and integrated network of evidence based, trauma informed, residential and non-residential substance use treatment services and other non-residential programs for male and female inmates” (1). It was the only place I could find a MADOC definition of the APU. Previously, MCI-Framingham had a Closed Custody Unit, which, according to MADOC monthly restrictive housing counts, was closed on July 29, 2020, and changed to North Unit. It is no longer used for restrictive housing, by the DOC definition (see, for example, “Restrictive Housing Report: October 2021” available online at https://www.mass.gov/doc/restrictive-housing-report-october-2021/download (visited 1 November 2021), p.1.


19 EOPS and DOC RFR, p. 15. The RFR was the only MADOC document I could find that described this unit.

20 EOPS and DOC RFR, p. 14 – 15. The MADOC noted that in CY 2019, there were 284 people housed in this unit.

21 103 Mass. Reg. 425.05.

22 EOPS and DOC RFR, p. 14. The MADOC stated that in CY 2019, there were 20 enrollments.
Unit (BMU), a 10-bed unit at MCI-Cedar Junction that opened in July 2020\(^\text{23}\), and the Secure Treatment Program (STP), a 19-bed unit at SBCC.\(^\text{24}\)

Because there is no state-mandated reporting on these units, there is no public information to help us understand how many people are held 21.5 hours day, potentially for an indefinite duration. From the information I managed to piece together, however, the number is in the hundreds.\(^\text{25}\)

**B. An entirely new wing for solitary isolation**

In addition to the above categories created to maintain people in solitary without the protections of the 2018 CJRA, the DOC transformed SBCC’s Northside: where the entire population is currently held in solitary isolation. Following an attack on three correctional officers, all of whom were injured, on January 10, 2020, the entire prison was re-organized. The process was replete with human rights abuses against incarcerated people.\(^\text{26}\) As a result of the re-organization, the population of the North side of the prison are subjected to conditions that fall just under the limit of the CJRA. As Prisoner Legal Services reports, people on Northside are “locked in their cells 21.5 hours daily… They have limited property, little to no programming or work opportunities, no access to group worship, and no ability to eat communally.”\(^\text{27}\)

**C. ‘Mental Health Watch’ violates peoples’ Constitutional rights**

A third concern is limits of the CJRA’s protections for people on “mental health watch.” This issue was dramatically highlighted on 17 November 2020, when the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) released a report on its investigation of the Massachusetts Department of Correction.\(^\text{28}\) As noted, above, the CJRA excluded mental health watch from being categorized as “restrictive housing.” Nonetheless, as the DOJ clearly states: “the legislature’s decision to exclude mental health units from the definition of ‘restrictive housing’ does not make it so.”\(^\text{29}\) The report continued:

\(\text{\footnotesize\text{23 Opening date comes from the Falcon report, p. 24.}}\)
\(\text{\footnotesize\text{24 The bed number comes from the Falcon Report, p. 24.}}\)
\(\text{\footnotesize\text{25 The EOPS and DOC RFR indicates numbers for some of these units for contract year (CY) 2019: 69 in DDU, 20 in STUs, and 284 in SAUs (see pps. 13, 14, and 15). Further, DLC (2021) writes that a typical day includes 10 men on ISOU and another 30 in RU (p.16). This rough information suggests a minimum of 400 people on any given day, and does not include the LPU or APU, nor does it account for how many different people might be cycled in and out of these units over the course of a year.}}\)
\(\text{\footnotesize\text{29 DOJ 2020, footnote 9, p. 16.}}\)
…the restrictive conditions – including stark physical conditions, the isolating and unneces-
arily harsh approach to mental health watch, and the prolonged length of time prisoners spend on
mental health watch – subject prisoners to a substantial risk of serious harm.30

DOJ also cited the MADOC’s failure to provide adequate mental health care, and the fact that the MA-
DOC officials “know of the serious harms and are disregarding them.”31 (The degree of harm to people
on mental health watch will be addressed further, in Section III). The report concluded that the MADOC
violated the constitutional rights of incarcerated people who were suffering a mental health crisis.

The MADOC responded to the DOJ report by hiring an outside consulting firm, Falcon, to further inves-
tigate conditions within various forms of restrictive housing and make recommendations. Falcon sub-
mittted a report, “Elevating the System: Exploring Alternatives to Restrictive Housing,” to the MADOC
in March 2021, and it was made public on June 29, 2021.32 The Report stated that mental health watch,
some instance of people held in RHUs (longer than 30 days), DDU, LPU, and some other housing for
the population with serious mental illnesses constitute “restrictive housing.”33 They argued that the
designation was not just related to time out of cell, rather the critical factor was the “punitive culture” of
these housing units.34 Among their recommendations was that the MADOC dissolve the DDU and elimi-
nate all restrictive housing “as currently defined.”35

D. Lockdowns: Insufficient controls separating medical segregation from punitive isolation

A fourth issue that arose after the passage of CJRA was the COVID-19 pandemic. The response of the
Sheriffs and MADOC to the COVID-19 pandemic, in keeping with the ad hoc development of practices
in other prisons and jails across the country, consisted of long-duration lockdowns and medical isolation.
Medical isolation was often administered in a manner that was indistinguishable from punitive iso-
lolation. While clearly a separate issue from institutionalized practices of solitary isolation, the lockdowns
imposed solitary-like conditions for the entire incarcerated population in the state, including imposing
severe restrictions on time out of housing units, access to programming, and access to meaningful con-
tact with visitors. While the pandemic caught all of society off guard, it is now well past time to unify
the response policies and ensure that there are safeguards to govern all conditions of housing, including
medical isolation.

In Massachusetts’ prisons, there have been two phases of lockdown. The first lasted from March 13,
2020, when the DOC suspended family and friend visits, although attorney visits were still allowed,
to July 8, when visitation began to gradually resume prisons. By September 2020, programming with

30 DOJ 2020, p. 15.
31 DOJ 2020, p. 15.
33 Falcon 2021, p. 30.
34 Ibid.
outside facilitators started up again, including drug treatment programs; clergy were allowed back in, libraries re-opened, and some educational and vocational courses started up. On September 28, all prisons opened to family and friend visits. The second lockdown began in November 2020 and lasted six to seven months (depending on the prison). All prisons remained on lockdown until a phased re-opening began on May 1, with all prisons opened to visitation by June 1, 2021. Volunteer-led programming recommenced on August 1, 2021.

In prisons that experienced outbreaks (which included nearly every prison by time of writing) quarantine units were created, in theory, to separate out COVID-positive people from those who were negative. However, there have been significant variations in how these units were managed. For instance, people awaiting test results (with or without symptoms) were at times housed together in quarantine units.\(^{36}\) In some cases, quarantines were administered differently from disciplinary or other reasons for isolation, but there are reported cases of medical quarantine following similar procedures as disciplinary segregation.\(^{37}\) For example, the Disability Law Center reported that conditions in quarantine units at BSH and OCCC are “akin to or even harsher than those permitted for Massachusetts prisoners in Restrictive Housing per the Criminal Justice Reform Act of 2018, at times providing PS [persons served by a program] hospitalized for evaluation and treatment of serious mental health conditions only one (1) to two (2) hours of out of cell per day.”\(^{38}\)

At times, lockdown conditions grew tense and desperate. The entire incarcerated population experienced indefinite periods of being locked inside their housing units with very little to keep them occupied, and under the strain of fear – realized in many cases – of infection. Without programming, the ability to work, and the ability to maintain a network of social relations beyond one’s cellmates, there was little to do except wait for months. Reports emerged of deterioration in the conditions of confinement in terms of the quality of food\(^ {39}\) and access to medical and mental health care,\(^{40}\) with often dire impacts on people’s mental and physical health – beyond that of the virus. The sheriffs and DOC attempted to mitigate these conditions by instituting limited free calls during periods when visitation was closed due to the pandemic (10 minutes per week in jails and two 20-minute calls per week in prisons). This was a welcome first step, but inadequate countermeasure to the extreme deprivations of movement, programming, and in-person visitation.\(^{41}\)

---

36 See, for instance, Trounstine, Jean. 2021. “A year of disaster at Old Colony: Suicide attempts self-harm and COVID,” 3 May, available at: https://digboston.com/a-year-of-disaster-at-old-colony-suicide-attempts-self-harm-and-covid/ (visited 1 November 2021). Similar experiences were conveyed to me directly in interviews with advocates for incarcerated people and formerly incarcerated people; and can be found in grievances filed by incarcerated people. The stories I heard concerned conditions at MCI-Framingham, OCCC, MCI-Shirley and MCI-Norfolk.


40 DLC 2020, p. 7 - 10.

41 Sheriffs allowed for at least 10 minutes of free calls per week (Young, Colin A., 2021. “Massachusetts sheriffs agree to provide inmates with 10 minutes of free phone calls each week, cap on charges above 10 minutes,” Masslive.com 22 June,
Around the country and in Massachusetts, advocates have raised concern that the processes and conditions of medical quarantine and disciplinary isolation should not be the same. At the Federal level, legislation has been proposed (HR 2293, the Federal Correctional Facilities COVID-19 Response Act) to differentiate “medical isolation” from punitive solitary confinement, including by authorizing access to recreational materials, expanded programming and communication privileges for people in medical isolation. However, Massachusetts has not yet similarly addressed the need to distinguish medical from other isolation practices.

These four developments that occurred after the passage of the CJRA, in addition to recognition of the severe mental harms and potentially counter-productive impacts of even 21.5 hours locked in cell, revealed the CJRA’s limits when it came to minimizing use of solitary in Massachusetts. Posing the CJRA’s restrictions as a balanced response to the “dilemma” of the state’s use of solitary within prisons and jails sounded high-minded, yet practical. Rhetorically, it appeared as an attempt to ethically balance the strong evidence that solitary confinement has significant deleterious impacts on a person’s psychological and physical health, creates conditions in which human rights abuses occur, and severs relationships with loved ones that are crucial to rehabilitation, with the fact that serious crimes -- notably, homicide -- can occur inside prison. The reality presents a starkly different picture: the 2018 legislation allowed the DOC and Sheriffs to maintain significant discretion over the use of isolation within prisons and HOC’s, respectively – a discretion they used to maintain the maximal use of solitary just within the limits of the 2018 reform.

In response to mounting pressure, notably following the DOJ and Falcon reports, on June 30, 2021, Massachusetts’ Executive Office of Public Safety and Security (EOPS), which oversees the state’s prisons announced it would end the practice of “restrictive housing.” The change, they announced, would be implemented over the next three years.

---


44 Reflecting conditions nationwide, where there is often significant latitude granted to prison administrators for how a person can get sent to solitary and for how long, but a dearth of clear policy regarding how someone can get out. See “Reforming Restrictive Housing: The 2018 ASCA-Liman Nationwide Survey on Time-in-Cell,” The Association of State Correctional Administrators, The Liman Center for Public Interest Law at Yale Law School, available at https://law.yale.edu/sites/default/files/documents/pdf/Liman/asca_liman_2018_restrictive_housing_revised_sept_25_2018 - embargoed_un.pdf (Visited 11 November 2021), regarding an uneven, but broad trend nationwide between 2014 and 2018 towards narrowing criteria for placement into and exit from solitary (pps. 60 – 62).
However, EOPS did not address how “restrictive housing” would be defined, given current practices, it can be assumed that the MADOC definition is still the 22-hour per day threshold. Further, given the MADOC’s record since 2018, there is no reason to believe that the agency can be trusted to move forward in good faith. They have established a pattern of adopting minimal safeguards and guidelines, of perpetrating human rights abuses (including unconstitutional abuses) against incarcerated people, and of establishing a profoundly punitive culture within many of the units that house people in conditions of solitary. The EOPS announcement also does not address solitary within the state’s Houses of Correction.

The attempt to mitigate the harms of solitary in 2018 CJRA fell far short.

III. The Harms of Solitary are the Reason Why Reform is Needed

The Commonwealth’s interest in reforming solitary is based on the well-documented and serious harms it inflicts on people subjected to the practice. There is no source more profound or disturbing about the harms of solitary isolation than the testimony of people who have been subjected to it.

Eugene Ivey spent 13 consecutive years in solitary in Massachusetts’ prisons. He was sent to the DDU when he was 24 years old – initially for ten years. He described it as being “locked in a casket alive.” His one hour out of cell was in an outdoor cage, like a dog kennel. Any time he left the cell, he was strip searched. The humiliation of being stripped and examined, of being shackled whenever visitors would come, made him increasingly reluctant to leave the cell, even for the few opportunities granted him, and regardless of the harmful impact of being isolated. He stated: “Your mind plays tricks on you…. I would just shut down…In order to feel human, I made the extraction team come in just so I could feel something.” An extraction team, he explained, would use chemical weapons, or shoot rubber bullets. They entered the cell with a shield, rushing in, grappling him to the ground, and piling on top of him. Regardless of the brutality of an “extraction,” Eugene would intentionally provoke guards: “In order to feel human, I had to feel that contact – even though they are pounding on you – I had to have that human contact.”

During testimony at a hearing for the proposed legislation on October 21, 2021, Eugene and several other people who experienced solitary in Massachusetts told their stories. Those who have endured solitary deserve to be listened to with respect and respond to with meaningful legislative reforms. The below review of research is intended to add scholarly and comparative insights to the vivid personal stories demonstrating the harms of solitary isolation.

It is true that a maximum limit of 22 hours locked in cell is a commonly used definition of solitary isolation in the United States. However, this limit is not based on any medical or psychological evidence of reduced harm -- it is merely the result of reforms that attempted to walk back from the draconian permissiveness of locking people in cells for 24 hours a day. The 30 minutes that separate restrictive housing from many other forms of isolation in Massachusetts is meaningless in relation to the types of harms it imposes.

There are no studies addressing what constitutes a “safe dose range” for solitary. This is because, as Brie Williams and Cyrus Ahalt argue, it would not be possible for researchers to create an experiment testing this question. Given what we already know about the harmful impacts, no research review board would approve such an experiment. Using a common public health measure of balancing harm and benefit, Williams and Ahalt note: “In the broader medical and public health research contexts, any treatment or intervention with the known risks and lack of demonstrable benefits associated with solitary confinement would be immediately removed from the market and all future research on it discontinued.” In short, given what is known about the detrimental impacts of solitary isolation there is no reason to, nor would it be deemed acceptable to, engage in further research to determine how much isolation is acceptable.

Legislators should consider whether the state wishes to continue a practice for which is no known “safe dosage,” and which has been found to impose profound harms in four areas:

1. Damage to individual psychological health;
2. Damage to individual medical health;
3. Creation of a “culture of harm”; and
4. Creation of a “community of harm,” described in terms of the detrimental impacts on a wider social network that is isolated from an incarcerated loved one in solitary.

Research evidence of each of these harms is briefly presented below, drawing, where possible, on examples from Massachusetts. I note that most of the research studies cited below define solitary isolation as 22 – 24 hours in cell.

**A. Psychological Harm**

In 1983, Stuart Grassian, a Board-certified psychiatrist, licensed to practice medicine in Massachusetts and member of the teaching staff of the Harvard Medical School (1974 – 2002), published a ground-breaking study relating his findings from a Court-ordered psychiatric evaluation of 15 men incarcerated at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Walpole (later renamed MCI - Cedar Junction). Grassian found that the men suffered:

(a) Hyperresponsivity to external stimuli: every sound, smell, and interaction (generally only with Correctional Officers) took on exaggerated meaning and impact;

(b) Perceptual distortions, hallucinations and derealization experiences: half the men described experiences that blurred the lines of reality: hearing voices, seeing the walls “start wavering or melting” or believing they were being attacked by guards.

---
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(c) Extreme anxiety and panic attacks;
(d) Difficulty thinking, concentrating and remembering;
(e) Disturbances of thought-content: including aggressive fantasies, paranoia, problems with impulse control (including random acts of violence);
(f) Paranoia;
(g) Problems with impulse control.\(^50\)

Over subsequent decades, many more psychiatric and medical studies have been carried out elsewhere in the US and in other countries, analyzing a wide array of populations subjected to solitary isolation. Overwhelmingly, across time and location, researchers have found significant detrimental psychological impacts when people are held in isolation. Further, as psychologist Craig Haney has reported, double celling under comparable restrictions has a similar impact, and sometimes can be even more detrimental.\(^51\) The below research papers are illustrative:

- A 2006 study found that conditions in solitary were “strikingly toxic to mental functioning, including, in some prisoners, a stuporous condition associated with perceptual and cognitive impairment and affective disturbances.”\(^52\)
- A 2006 paper reviewed evidence from studies conducted in the 1980s – early 2000s, and found across the board, regardless of often significant variations in solitary conditions, that “a significant percentage of prisoners subjected to solitary confinement suffer from a similar range of symptoms irrespective of differences in the physical conditions in various prisons and in the treatment of isolated inmates.”\(^53\) These symptoms included physiological symptoms (severe headaches, dizziness, loss of appetite, digestive troubles, back pain, anxiety attacks); confusion, trouble with memory, and difficulty concentrating; hallucinations, paranoia and illusions; depression, anxiety, anger, self-harm and violent reactions; lethargy, trouble sleeping and suicidal tendencies.
- A 2018 study of formerly incarcerated people found that those who had spent time in solitary isolation were three times as likely to exhibit symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder than the general population of formerly incarcerated people.\(^54\)
- A systematic review and meta-analysis of existing quantitative studies of solitary isolation was carried out by a group of Canadian psychologists in 2020. They found strong evidence across studies that people who spent time in solitary isolation experienced: increases in mood disorders

\(^{50}\) Ibid., pp. 1452 - 1453.
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(anxiety and depression); psychotic symptoms; and aggressivity (hostility and aggression). Because arguments in favor of using solitary often rest on the need for it in order to respond to aggressive and highly dangerous incarcerated people, it is important to highlight that this form of housing is associated with an increase in such behavior.

• These harmful impacts were not by any means limited to people who entered solitary with mental health illnesses. In fact, as Luigi et al report, “the association between psychological deterioration and SC exposure grew even stronger when removing a sample entirely composed of inmates with prior mental illnesses”.

In short, solitary causes mental illness.

Reviewing the preponderance of evidence that solitary harms people, key professional organizations have likewise concluded that solitary isolation has profound detrimental psychological impacts:

American Public Health Association (2013) issued a statement in which it detailed the public health harms posed by solitary confinement, including that: “[p]risoners in long-term solitary confinement are subject to significant mental suffering and deterioration” and “may develop anxiety, panic attacks, paranoia, cognitive impairment, social withdrawal, somatic symptoms, hypersensitivity to external stimuli, and perceptual disturbances.” The organization has reaffirmed this position many times in the subsequent years.

The National Academy of Sciences (2014) noted that “there are sound theoretical bases for explaining the adverse effects of prison isolation,” that being housed on a long-term basis in solitary confinement “can inflict emotional damage.”

The National Commission on Correctional Health Care (2016), a professional organization of prison health-care providers, declared that “prolonged (greater than 15 consecutive days) solitary confinement is cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment, and harmful to an individual’s health.” They continued: “the very nature of prolonged social isolation is antithetical to the goals of rehabilitation and social integration.”

Not all studies have found such consistently negative impacts. Nonetheless, addressing a wide range of studies on solitary confinement, including the few that do not find consistently negative impacts, the National Institute of Justice concluded in 2016 that:
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Unfortunately, neither mental health clinicians nor prison officials have a reliable method of determining in advance which prisoners will do well in isolation and which will not. The risk created by this limitation is substantial, and prisoners may be harmed. This risk of harm, combined with the lack of convincing evidence that restrictive housing achieves greater safety and security, requires serious consideration about whether solitary confinement (at least for the purpose of administrative segregation or punishment) serves any useful purpose. Changes to restrictive housing practices will not happen overnight, but substantial reform is encouraged.\(^{61}\)

In short, no major review of the available data on the mental health impacts of solitary confinement conclude that it is safe.\(^{62}\)

**B. Physical Harms**

In addition to and often interwoven with psychological harms, people in solitary experience physical impacts from solitary isolation.\(^{63}\) Among these physical impacts are self-harm, including suicide; physical ailments; delayed or ignored medical needs; and increased risk of death from all causes in the year following upon release from prison.

Writing on May 3, 2021, writer Jean Trounstine described the overlapping stories of solitary, mental illness and COVID-19 lockdowns that culminated in a horrific event whereby a man, Joseph Beatty, jumped off the roof of a building, intending to kill himself.\(^{64}\) The incident occurred on February 24, 2021, when the men at OCCC were just barely starting to experience some relief in the prison lockdown that had begun months earlier. Since November 2020, they had been locked down with only 30 minutes per day outside of their cells. The men, several of whom that Trounstine spoke with, suffered mental health illness, and had received extremely limited mental healthcare since the lockdown began. Nonetheless, by February over a third of them had contracted COVID-19. One man, Randy Velez, who witnessed the fall, attributed the suicide attempt to long duration of isolation: “Having to deal with being enclosed in a cell for so many hours due to this pandemic will really drive someone off the ledge.”

Velez is correct to point to conditions of solitary isolation as producing suicide ideation and attempts at self-harm. The 2020 DOJ report that investigated “mental health watch” in Massachusetts, found that many examples of self-harm in the state’s prisons. They wrote: “between July 1, 2018 and August 31, 2019, there were 217 instances of cutting, 85 instances of prisoners inserting objects into their bodies, 77 attempted hanging incidents, 34 instances of ingestion of foreign bodies, and 17 attempted asphyxiations, all on mental health watch.”\(^{65}\)

These examples from Massachusetts are consistent with evidence elsewhere. In New York state, for


\(^{62}\) For a more thorough review of the research and professional standards, see Haney 2018b.
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instance, a study found that suicide rates for people in solitary (between the years 2015 – 2019) was five times higher than that of the general prison population. Further, half of deaths by suicide were young people in their 20s, and 65% of whom were people of color.\(^{66}\) Self-harm short of suicide was also high: suicide attempts occurred at rates 12 times higher in “special housing units” than in general population.\(^{67}\) Self-harm short of a suicide attempt occurred 7 times more frequently in segregated housing.\(^{68}\)

In addition to self-harm, studies have also found increased incidence of physical ailments among people in restrictive housing. A study of 363 men in solitary in Washington State prisons found significant increases in complaints about: “(1) skin irritations and weight fluctuation associated with the restrictive conditions of solitary confinement; (2) un-treated and mis-treated chronic conditions associated with the restrictive policies of solitary confinement; (3) musculoskeletal pain exacerbated by both restrictive conditions and policies.”\(^{69}\)

Another study found a 31% higher hypertension prevalence for people held in solitary confinement compared to those held in maximum security units, with the potential for serious and expensive lifelong medical implications.\(^{70}\)

Researchers also find patterns of delayed or ignored needs to medical care for people placed in solitary units.\(^{71}\) The movement into solitary can cause disruption in medical care, even, researchers found, if the care was life sustaining (they note examples of medicines not being administered regularly for kidney problems, seizures, or other chronic and serious conditions). In addition to disruptions in normal care, is the more complicated process of requesting medical help in solitary units, which often include a litany of extra bureaucratic hurdles. The process of seeking care often includes an exchange of deeply personal information shouted through a closed door in a deeply dehumanizing manner that disincentives communication at all.

Higher rates of serious physical impacts do not end with release from solitary. One study of formerly incarcerated people in North Carolina found that people who spent even for as little as 14-consecutive days -- had a 24% increased risk of dying within one year after release from prison (compared to incarcerated people who had not spent time in solitary). The risk increased in relation to how much time a person spent in restrictive housing.\(^{72}\)
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The medical harms caused by solitary are serious and potentially lifelong. As Strong et al conclude: “We find that solitary confinement constitutes not just a mental but also a physical health risk. It exacerbates well-documented physical health “symptoms” of incarceration, from disruptions of daily life and routines, to undiagnosed, untreated, or mis-treated ailments.”

C. A Culture of Harm

In its 2020 report on the treatment of incarcerated people on mental health watch in Massachusetts’ prisons, the DOJ documented shocking details of cruelty. Below are three examples:

DOJ described an incident where an incarcerated person cut themselves and was bleeding, as guards witnessed what was happening and shrugged off intervention. Not until the person covered their window with a mattress did they intervene. In total, 45 minutes passed between the first cutting incident and when the person, bleeding profusely, was moved out of his cell to a hospital for treatment.

Multiple incarcerated people told the DOJ investigators, that “correctional officers verbally taunt them and encourage them to self-harm.”

DOJ also reported that people on mental health watch received “unnecessarily harsh” treatment, including transportation to out of cell activities in leg shackles and handcuffs, and forcing them to wear “security smocks past the time when it was clinically necessary” …and that such treatment made people feel “inhuman.”

A separate report published by the Disability Law Center (DLC) of Massachusetts revealed a toxic culture. They “received reports of correctional officers in the ISOU making disparaging and even threatening comments to Wellpath Residential Treatment Assistants, interfering with Wellpath-directed activities, and encouraging PS to self-harm.” DLC also described conditions for people under the DOC’s mental health surveillance at OCCC as “a significantly more intense culture of violence and emergency responses detached from their treatment teams” when compared to people receiving mental health care under the supervision of medical authorities.

Research on conditions in restricted housing units elsewhere in the country suggests that what was documented in these reports was not unique to Massachusetts, nor is it the quirks of a few people, nor is it a problem of training. Rather, such cruelties are rife in the culture that develops within units where people are severely stripped of their rights and with extreme power asymmetries. In short, dehumanizing conditions enable cruelty.

Two famous research studies have informed understanding of the perpetration of mass atrocities, my pri-
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mary research field, the Milgram experiment at Yale (obedience to authority) and Stanford prison experiment (dehumanization and abuse of power). While there are limits inherent to the studies and certainly to broader applicability, together they demonstrate how, in an environment where one group of people is held in dehumanizing conditions, the context alters the behavior of those in positions of power. While many questions have been raised especially about the Stanford experiment, in terms of mass atrocities, the insights that quite “normal” people will commit acts of cruelty under certain conditions has been confirmed in subsequent research.

One of the lead researchers on the Stanford Prison experiment was Craig Haney, currently a professor of psychology at University of California, Santa Cruz, and recognized as a leading expert on the psychological impacts of solitary isolation. In 2008, Haney introduced the phrase “cultures of harm” to describe how there is “significant stigma and gratuitous humiliation” associated with institutional contexts in which various forms of solitary are imposed on people. In a follow up article in 2020, he writes:

> Prisoners in solitary confinement are enveloped in a “culture of harm” that includes not only the isolating architecture and procedures that the environment, but also the “atmosphere of thinly veiled hostility and disdain [that] prevails.” Interactions with staff are “fraught with resentment and recrimination” and an “ecology of cruelty” subjects prisoners in solitary confinement to the implements of forceful subjugation, including “handcuffs, belly chains, leg irons, spit shields, strip cells, fourpoint restraints, canisters of pepper spray, batons, and rifles,” often wielded by flak-jacketed, helmeted officers.

The hyper-militarization and intensively oppositional context of prisons in general, and solitary in particular, is also recognized by those who study it from the perspective of correctional workers. In this discourse, however, the focus shifts from a human rights-based discourse to address stress levels, occupational hazards, and an “us” versus “them” environment. Working in prisons is without doubt highly stressful: correctional officers experience high rates of divorce, heart disease, absenteeism, turnover, and burnout. The stresses are more intense in units designed for solitary isolation, due to prohibitions on basic everyday interactions between the people (incarcerated and correctional staff), the extreme anger often felt by people within solitary units that is directed against guards, and a “numbing” process that follows. As Jody Sundt argues, “extended exposure to trauma and feelings of disgust may contribute to professional detachment and loss of compassion, causing employees to become numb to emotions or to act out in anger and frustration.”

This ‘culture of harm’ too often reflects and intensifies broader social inequalities and prejudices, includ-
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ing biases based on race and ethnicity that impact the larger criminal justice system. Multiple studies have found that people of color, notably African Americans, Native American peoples, and Hispanics, experience worse outcomes than white people in criminal justice systems across the country. This is true for Massachusetts as well, as the September 2020 report, “Racial Disparities in the Massachusetts Criminal Justice System” by the Criminal Justice Policy Program, Harvard Law School, stated:

People of color are drastically overrepresented in Massachusetts state prisons…. Black and Latinx people sentenced to incarceration receive longer sentences than their White counterparts, with Black people receiving sentences that are an average of 168 days longer and Latinx people receiving sentences that are an average of 148 days longer.84

While the Harvard report did not study whether racial and ethnic biases impact treatment once someone is inside the prison system, the Disability Law Center of Massachusetts did find significant discrepancies in two housing units the Intensive Stabilization and Observation Unit (ISOU) and the Residential Unit (RU) found at the Bridgewater Units at Old Colony Correctional Center.85 They reported a “disproportionate impact on individuals of color caused by systemic inequities in mental health care available in BSH, the OCCC Units, DOC, county correctional facilities, and DMH facilities.”86

At present, racial, and ethnic data for use of isolation in Massachusetts is not publicly available, but significant racial and ethnic disparities have been recorded in examples across the country, including:

- A 2020 report by the Liman Center found that African American women were subjected to solitary at higher rates than other groups. Constituting only 22% of the total female prison population (from forty-one reporting jurisdictions across the U.S.), African American women composed 42% of the population in solitary. Black and Hispanic men also experienced solitary at high rates than white men.87
- A study examined Florida prisoners who were sent to a supermax prisons from 1996 to 2001 and found that African-American men were 56% more likely to be placed into a supermax prison, where they spent 23 hours locked in a cell, than were white men.88
- The New York Civil Liberties Union presented evidence in 2012, that while African Americans composed 14.4% of the state’s population, they were 49.5% of its prison population – and 59% of its population held in extreme isolation.89
- Research on the use of solitary in Kansas uses data from 1987 – 2014, with emphasis on the period
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od from 1987 to 1996, found that African American and Hispanic men were sent to solitary more frequently and for longer periods than white men. For young Black adults, the average number of days in solitary was 60, compared with 42 for all incarcerated people.  

Disparities in outcome are not necessarily the same as disparities in process, but there is no question that the former (troubling in its right) raises a glaring warning flag concerning the latter.

Broader social power imbalances and prejudices play out in placement into solitary are also evident in how the practice is used for incarcerated women. A 2018 investigative report by NPR and the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University, that included prison visits and data gathering efforts, found that in 13 of the 15 states analyzed, women get in trouble at higher rates than men. Their analysis of data from Massachusetts found that “60 percent of punishments for women restricted where they could go in prison, including confinement to their cells. Men received those punishments half as often.” Across the board, the women tended to get punished for minor infractions at much higher rates than males, even in cases where infractions result in serious punishments, like solitary.

Solitary isolation creates a toxic culture, where cruelties are enabled. This culture of harm also reflects and amplifies disparities found through society.

D. Communities of Harm

Solitary isolates not only the person subjected to it, but also the family and loved ones of an incarcerated person – who often lose the possibility for in-person contact and encounter difficulties gaining even minimal updates about an incarcerated loved one’s whereabouts and condition. To capture this element of harm, I draw on the work of feminist legal scholar, Finnoula Ni Aolain, who has argued that “violations not only destabilize the person(s) toward whom the acts are directly intended but a wider circle whose own autonomous entitlements are precariously in balance with the well-being and safety of others.” In short, when we wish to account for the harmful impact of policies, we should not only include the person directly impacted, but also the ways human rights abuses ripple through a community.

In the case of solitary isolation, the community includes the families and loved ones of an incarcerated person. A survey in Michigan by Citizens for Prison Reform interviewed 30 families who had a loved one placed in restrictive housing. The family members describe sudden and unexplained disappearance of their loved one from communications – calls, emails, and/or letters. Several families stated that they only learned what happened from another incarcerated person or after multiple calls to the prison. The study found that 85% of family members could no longer visit their loved one. The absence or extreme
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limitations on calls were especially difficult on children.\textsuperscript{94} Further, the psychological and physical impacts of having a loved one placed in solitary spilled over into the family members:

Nearly all family members said that they were extremely anxious, scared, and worried for their loved ones’ safety and wellbeing while in segregation. For some, this constant state of worry led to diagnosed anxiety disorders, depression, panic attacks, and deep loneliness. [...] members are literally “worried sick” over their loved ones in segregation, experiencing stress-related physical conditions such as arrhythmia, chest pains, cracked teeth, TMJ, insomnia, nightmares, and an inability to concentrate or work.\textsuperscript{95}

The concerns expressed by family members in Michigan resonate with those experienced by families in Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{96}

Unsurprisingly, the community may also extend to harm people who work in solitary units and their broader social networks as well. In research on PTSD among Correctional Officers in Michigan, researchers included:

…emerging evidence suggests that prisons comprise such toxic environments that they have adverse effects on even the correctional officers who work there, including on their health and behavioral health risks, including domestic violence and suicide. In response to this growing literature, many (though not all) correctional leaders have expressed doubt that solitary confinement leads to any benefit and instead have raised the possibility that working in such units also harms staff.\textsuperscript{97}

The cumulative effect of these four areas of harm – psychological, physical, environment of cruelty, and communal harms – substantiate why we must view solitary isolation as torture. It also clarifies why all forms solitary isolation need to be very closely monitored and regulated. Below, I address why this regulation and monitoring needs to be done through legislative action.

\textbf{IV. Reform in comparative context}

There is slow, uneven movement internationally and nationally to abolish the use of solitary isolation – particularly any usage that exceeds 15 days, a limit arrived at through discussions that led to the creation of the Mandela Rules. However, as it discussed below, in the United States this reform has not primarily occurred through judicial review, but only through legislative action. Massachusetts has a chance to take such action, with a strongly worded bill currently sitting in Committee.
A. International Standards

Internationally, the key standard that governs solitary isolation is the 2015 “Mandela Rules,” United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners of 2015. It defines solitary as: “the confinement of prisoners for twenty- two hours or more a day without meaningful human contact. Prolonged solitary confinement shall refer to solitary confinement for a time period in excess of fifteen consecutive days.” Any form of indefinite or prolonged solitary confinement is prohibited under these Rules. Further, the Rules argue that solitary confinement should be used only in “exceptional cases as a last resort, for as short a time as possible and subject to independent review, and only pursuant to the authorization by a competent authority.” The Mandela Rules also limit solitary for women and children, people with mental or physical disabilities.

These guidelines are not separatable but must be understood as functioning together. Thus, one cannot simply apply the limit of 22 hour per day in cell, without also taking into consideration the impetus to not exceed 15 consecutive days, and to use solitary only as a last resort.

The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, issued by the Council of Europe, predates the Mandela Rules, and stipulated that all uses of solitary, “must be proportionate, lawful, accountable, necessary and non-discriminatory.” Other measures in Europe have been attempted to impose restrictions on the use of solitary (defined as 22 hours or more locked in cell), by imposing guidelines about who should not be subjected to solitary, the need for regular medical reviews, a requirement to provide reporting on its use at each prison, and directing prison administrators and member countries to limit its use to “exceptional cases,” only for a specific period of time, which should be as short as it possible. While the European guidelines left discretion to member states, countries in Europe do not allow the use of solitary for more than two weeks.

A key question of whether and under what conditions solitary isolation might be considered torture is addressed – albeit incompletely – in the United Nations Convention Against Torture Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (1984). The relevant section of Art. 1.1, which defines torture as an:

“[A]ct by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person […] for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted
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by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.”

Subsequently, UN Special Rapporteurs on Torture addressed solitary in more detail. In 2011, the Special Rapporteur Juan Mendez issued a report calling on states to prohibit indefinite solitary confinement and solitary confinement exceeding 15 consecutive days. He urged states to prohibit imposition of this measure as punishment (as a court ordered sentence or a disciplinary measure) and recommends developments of alternatives.\textsuperscript{104} And in 2021, the Special Rapporteur, Nils Melzer, cautioned: States that permit solitary confinement in domestic law cannot invoke prolonged and indefinite solitary confinement as “lawful sanctions,” all sanctions must interpreted in line with Mandela Rules.\textsuperscript{105}

B. Reform in the US

Reforming solitary isolation in the United States has primarily been spearheaded by the social activism – much of it led by people who are directly impacted by criminal justice systems – and state legislatures. Judicial review has made only very limited, procedural inroads.\textsuperscript{106} As Resnick et al argue, “judges licensed officials to alter in profound ways the quantum of punishment imposed,”\textsuperscript{107} adding only limited protections, as best. They have not taken seriously the degree of harm imposed by the practice – despite compelling evidence.

Reform has nonetheless progressed, with a few states like Colorado (which limits time in cell to 22 hours a day, not to exceed 15 consecutive days) and New York (defines solitary as any form of cell confinement more than 17 hours a day, not to exceed 15 consecutive days), and New Jersey (limits to 20 hours a day, and not to exceed 20 consecutive days) in the lead. Across the country, legislators have begun to tackle solitary with increasing alacrity: From 2018 to 2020, legislation to limit the use of isolation in prison was introduced in more than half the states and in the U.S. Congress.\textsuperscript{108}

Following a long and hard-fought social justice movement led by #HALTsolitary (a civil society organization), New York passed legislation in 2020 (comes into effect in April 2022) that set a new standard in limiting the use of solitary confinement for everyone in prison, not just special categories of people who had benefitted from previous periods of reform (pregnant women, juveniles, people suffering from mental illness). The new guidelines for all incarcerated people included: confinement in cell for no more than 17 hours per day, and specific out of cell requirements; solitary may be imposed only 3 consecutive days or six total days within a 30-day period, unless someone has been accused/found guilty of a serious violation (which are specified in the legislation). In that case, the time restrictions are no more than 15
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consecutive days and nor more than 20 total days within a 60-day period. The legislation added to the protected groups who cannot be placed in solitary: anyone 21 or under, someone with a disability, serious mental illness, pregnant or postpartum, or caring for a child in prison. It imposed regular reporting requirements regarding everyone who is placed in solitary.

In an administrative move that issues a warning flag for legislators, New York City responded by drafting new rules that allowed for “time out of cell” to include release to an adjacent cell.\(^{109}\) The push and pull movement whereby legislators enact reform and administrators endeavor to maintain solitary at the maximal level possible has been repeated across the country.\(^{110}\) And, as documented above, it has also occurred in Massachusetts.

C. Massachusetts’ Proposed New Legislation

Massachusetts has already expressed its commitment to reducing the use of solitary. The DOC has recognized that restrictive housing is no longer deemed an acceptable practice and pledged to end it. The newly proposed legislation in 2021 solidifies new parameters that will govern the changes to its practices in our state and unifies the treatment of incarcerated people within our borders. It provides eight primary new measures that will take important steps towards ending solitary in Massachusetts. Among the key improvements included in this bill are:\(^{111}\)

1. **Expansion of the CJRA protections to all segregated confinement:** all units that are segregated from the general prison population are protected by the provisions of the CJRA, regardless of how they are defined.

2. **Creation of baseline conditions protections in general prison population:** ensures that general population units cannot have similar or worse restrictions than segregated confinement, that no one in general population is locked in their cell for more than 16 hours a day, and that all incarcerated people have access to baseline programming entitlements.

3. **Improved mental health care:** people who are designated as having a serious mental illness may only be placed in general population or a secure treatment unit which meets minimum standards for mental health treatment, programming, and education, and has a minimum of 5 hours out-of-cell time daily. The house version of the bill also establishes that a clinical staff person will be the director of all secure treatment units, while correctional staff is responsible for security.

4. **Improved mental health watch:** establishes a maximum of 72 hours for mental health watch, after which a person would need to be transferred to an outside hospital for appropriate treatment

---
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if needed. Further, it mandates that prisoners on mental health watch have out of cell time, be fully clothed, provided blankets, and menstruating prisoners be provided with personal hygiene supplies.

5. **Clarification and enhancement of rights** to out of cell time, visitation, television and radio, canteen access, and disability accommodations.

6. **Expanded protections for vulnerable populations:** prohibits any form of segregated confinement, regardless of how it is defined, for pregnant and post-partum prisoners, prisoners with permanent physical or developmental disabilities, prisoners 21 years old or younger or 55 or older.

7. **Due process protections:** enhances procedural protections for incarcerated people who are segregated from the general population and establishes an appeals process to the Superior Court. The bill also ensures that if a prisoner is in solitary confinement awaiting a disciplinary hearing, they must return to the general population in no later than 15 days. The house version of the bill further provides that disciplinary sanctions cannot exceed 15 days in segregated confinement.

8. **Improved data and oversight provisions:** improves and enhances data reporting requirements and the rights and responsibilities of the restrictive housing oversight committee.

V. Conclusion

Prisons and jails are horrible places: they impose constant surveillance, restrictions of movement and rights. They separate families and force people to identify as a number within a system. They dehumanize by nature. Prison is – without any further deprivations -- a painful punishment for those convicted of crimes; and jails play the same role. There is no question that our prisons hold some people who have committed serious crimes and there is no doubt that working in a prison is dangerous. What this legislation says is that the prisons and houses of correction cannot add additional punishments that take the form of torture by subjecting people to solitary isolation without meaningful and measurable safeguards. For this reason, I urge you to report **S.1578/H.2504** out of committee with a favorable vote as soon as possible.